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Samsung EF-ZX812PWEGWW tablet screen protector Paper-like
screen protector 1 pc(s)

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-ZX812PWEGWW

Product name : EF-ZX812PWEGWW

- New experience for writing & drawing
- Magnetically attachable for easy replacement
Galaxy Tab S9+ NotePaper Screen

Samsung EF-ZX812PWEGWW tablet screen protector Paper-like screen protector 1 pc(s):

New experience for writing & drawing
With the NotePaper Screen, writing on the Galaxy Tab S9+ is the next best thing to pen and paper. Take
notes, sketch and doodle away like you would on paper, without ever running out of pages.

Magnetically attachable for easy replacement
With its magnetic design, you can easily attach and detach the back cover to personalize your device.
Replace it according to your preference to fit your everyday needs.
Samsung EF-ZX812PWEGWW. Screen protector type: Paper-like screen protector, Maximum screen size:
31.5 cm (12.4"), Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Tab S9+. Quantity per pack: 1
pc(s)

Features

Screen protector type * Paper-like screen protector
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility Galaxy Tab S9+
Maximum screen size 31.5 cm (12.4")

Features

Product colour White
Easy to apply

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
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